Effective May 28, 2001

Chemicals

Description

(replaces list dated 8/18/97)

Product Number

Sug. List
Per Unit

Base-Line

RCL - Reactive Cross Linking Fountain Solution
RCL is a GATF award winning one step fountain solution. It dramatically decreases the time needed for ink to
setup and dry. RCL does not require alcohol or other additives. U.V. and IR dryers increase RCL's
effectiveness but are not necessary.

RCL - 1 Gallon (1/case)

RCL-503

31.75

RCL - 5 Gallon (1/case)

RCL-506

156.41

RCL - 55 Gallon (1/case)

RCL-508

1,492.66

Base-Line

Total Release Compound
Total Release Compound (TRC) is a unique ink additive that improves the transfer of ink from the printing blanket
to the press sheet, which results in more consistent solids with reduced voids, shading and ghosting. TRC also
reduces ink tack without affecting ink body or the ink's open time. TRC can be used with oil, soy, rubber, acrylic,
laser/thermal, U.V., or metallic inks and in overprint varnish.

Total Release Compound - 14 oz. Container (12/case)

TRC-0014

33.15

Total Release Compound - 24 oz. Container (6/case)

TRC-0024

44.30

Total Release Compound - 6 lb. Container (1/case)

TRC-0006

153.08

Total Release Compound - 12 lb. Container (1/case)

TRC-0012

260.74

Total Release Compound - 30 lb. Container (1/case)

TRC-0030

522.15

Total Release Compound - 350 lb. Container (1/case)
(Call for shipping information please)

TRC-0350

3,826.77

Lithocraft

Back Cylinder Ink Preventer
Back Cylinder Ink Preventer is a convenient spray-on coating for the back cylinder. It prevents ink from sticking to the press
back cylinder and marking sheets. Back Cylinder Ink Preventer discourages future ink build-up, reducing costly press stops.

Back Cylinder Ink Preventer - 14 oz. Can (6/case)

BACKC-200415

(No air shipments of Back Cylinder Ink Preventer)

All Chemicals (except samples) are sold in case quantities only. Prices listed are per unit, not per case.
If you request chemicals in less than case quantities, a charge will be added for each broken case.

13.65

Description

Product Number

Sug. List
Per Unit

Lithocraft

EE Etch
(Electrostatic Etch & Fountain Solution)
EE Etch is a preparative etch and fountain solution for electrostatic masters that assures consistent, clean running masters,
which can increase the plate running life. The EE Etch formula is low-sludging and is concentrated to process more plates per
gallon.

EE Etch - Quart (6/case)

ELECT-901

6.43

EE Etch - Gallon (4/case)

ELECT-903

15.71

EE Etch - 5 Gallon (1/case)

ELECT-906

74.60

EE Etch - 55 Gallon (Call for shipping information please)

ELECT-908

435.77

Lithocraft

Formula 86 Fountain Additive
Formula 86 is a fountain solution additive for integrated and conventional dampening systems. Formula 86 is uniquely
designed to stop emulsification on all offset duplicating presses. It eliminates bleeding, allows for faster drying and
sharper printing, and provides a smoother lay of ink.

Formula 86 - 8 oz. Sample

FORMU-610300T

2.71

Formula 86 - Quart (6/case)

FORMU-610301

5.60

Formula 86 - Gallon (4/case)

FORMU-610303

10.94

Lithocraft

Laser FREE Etch/Fountain Solution
Laser FREE is a uniquely formulated etch and fountain solution for Base-Line Paper and Polyester Laser Plates as
well as silver-based, electrostatic and metal plates. Laser FREE can be used at full strength as an etch or mixed with
water as a universal fountain solution.

Laser FREE - 8 oz. Sample

LASER-14100

3.50

Laser FREE - Quart (6/case)

LASER-1410117

13.90

Laser FREE - Gallon (4/case)

LASER-1410339

53.33

Lithocraft

SURE Plate Cleaner
SURE Plate Cleaner is an effective deep-cleaner for all printing plates. SURE Plate Cleaner safely densensitizes the
non-image area and makes the imaged area more ink receptive. It also prevents oxidation and conditions the plate
for storing. SURE Plate Cleaner is also safe to clean all Base-Line Paper and Polyester Laser Plates, and works great
for conditioning Base-Line Polyester Plates for storage.

SURE Plate Cleaner - 4 oz. Sample

SUREP-220700

0.77

SURE Plate Cleaner - Quart (6/case)

SUREP-220701

6.23

SURE Plate Cleaner - Gallon (4/case)

SUREP-220703

22.89

All Chemicals (except samples) are sold in case quantities only. Prices listed are per unit, not per case.
If you request chemicals in less than case quantities, a charge will be added for each broken case.

Description

Product Number

Sug. List
Per Unit

Mr. Murphy's

Farlux Gel
Farlux Gel is a patented ink drying activator that prevents set-off. A special formula in Farlux Gel accelerates drying
of ink by setting up the ink from the bottom up and top down. Farlux Gel works on any porous paper stock and
with oil, rubber, soy, acrylic, laser/thermal or metallic inks, and in overprint varnish. Farlux Gel will not reduce the
"open time" of ink.

Farlux Gel - .2 oz. Sample

FARLU-1001-FG

1.00

Farlux Gel - 8 oz. Bottle (6/case)

FARLU-1008-FG

12.72

Farlux Gel - 16 oz. Bottle (6/case)

FARLU-1016-FG

24.22

Mr. Murphy's

Magic!
Magic! is a cleaner and conditioner for all silver-based photo direct or laser image plates and can be used on 3M Onyx®
SilverMaster®, ITEK Megalith® and Agfa Supermaster® plates. Magic! gives you longer, cleaner runs of black and colored inks
during hot or cold weather. Magic! allows you to print sharper lines and halftones, and eliminates toning and scumming.

Magic! - Pint (6/case)

MAGIC-221059

6.12

Magic! - Gallon (4/case)

MAGIC-221103

40.83

Mr. Murphy's

Maticlean
Maticlean is a cleaner and conditioner for the metering roller in continuous dampening systems. Maticlean quickly removes
ink buildup and any other oily matter. Maticlean is a unique formula that coats the roller surface to make it more water receptive,
a must for any alcohol dampening system. Maticlean dries quickly for a fast start-up, and can be used on chrome, rubber, nylon
and ceramic metering rollers.

Maticlean - 8 oz. Sample

MATIC-222610

2.86

Maticlean - Quart (6/case)

MATIC-222611

7.75

Maticlean - Gallon (4/case)

MATIC-222613

28.79

Mr. Murphy's

Tuffy Blanket Rebuilder
Tuffy Blanket Rebuilder is a blanket rebuilder that restores battered rubber blanket surfaces to their original
condition. Fast and efficient, it brings the surface back to its original height and texture.

Tuffy Blanket Rebuilder - 4 oz. Bottle (12/case)

BLANK-219003

All Chemicals (except samples) are sold in case quantities only. Prices listed are per unit, not per case.
If you request chemicals in less than case quantities, a charge will be added for each broken case.

7.42

BASE-LINE WORRY FREE WARRANTY
We stand behind every one of our products with a 100%
guarantee for quality, value, reliability and excellent
service. If you are not satisfied with the performance
of any Base-Line product, we’ll replace it or refund your
money.

5103 'D' Street N.W., Auburn, WA USA 98001
P.O. Box 1658 – Auburn, WA USA 98071-1658
Customer Service 1-800-872-0075
Ph. (253) 852-6681 • Fax (253) 852-6796
http://www.base-line.com
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